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TOWARDS THE DYNAMIC PROPERTIES OFSQUARE-LATTICE QUANTUM SPIN MODELS �Oleg Derzhkoa;b and Taras KrokhmalskiiaaInstitute for Condensed Matter Physis1 Svientsitskii Street, L'viv-11, 79011, UkrainebChair of Theoretial Physis, Ivan Franko National University of L'viv12 Drahomanov Street, L'viv-5, 79005, Ukraine(Reeived June 21, 2001)Using the two-dimensional Jordan�Wigner fermionization we alulatethe zz dynami struture fator Szz(k; !) for the s = 12 isotropiXY modelon a spatially anisotropi square lattie. We disuss the dispersion relationsfor di�erent modes whih ontribute to Szz(k; !).PACS numbers: 75.10.�bA study of the dynami properties of two-dimensional (2D) quantumspin models attrats muh interest during last years. Many ompoundsare known to be good realizations of the 2D s = 12 Heisenberg model andthe interpretation of experimental data available requires the orrespondingtheoretial alulations.We onsider the s = 12 isotropi XY model (i.e., XY limit of the Heisen-berg model) on a spatially anisotropi square lattie governed by the Hamil-tonianH = 12 1Xi=0 1Xj=0 �J �s+i;js�i+1;j + s�i;js+i+1;j�+ J? �s+i;js�i;j+1 + s�i;js+i;j+1�� (1)(J � 0 and J? � 0 are the exhange interations between the neighbouringsites in a row and in a olumn, respetively) and alulate the zz dynamistruture fatorSzz(k; !) = 1Xp=0 1Xq=0 ei(kxp+kyq) 1Z�1 dtei!t �hszn;m(t)szn+p;m+qi�hszn;mihszn+p;m+qi� (2)� Presented at the XII Shool of Modern Physis on Phase Transitions and CritialPhenomena, L¡dek Zdrój, Poland, June 21�24, 2001.(3421)



3422 O. Derzhko, T. Krokhmalskii(the angular brakets in (2) denote the anonial thermodynami averagewith the Hamiltonian (1)). To obtain the desired quantity we use the2D Jordan�Wigner fermionization and adopt a mean-�eld treatment of thephase fators whih appear after the fermionization of the spin Hamiltonian(1) (an approximate step) (see [1℄ and also [2℄ for a brief review). As aresult we fae a model of tight-binding spinless fermions on a square lattie.Performing the Bogolyubov transformation we present the spin model (1)as spinless fermions governed by the HamiltonianH = Xk 0�k ��+k�k � �+k �k� ; �k =qJ2 sin2 kx + J2? os2 ky � 0 (3)(�+k , �k, �+k , �k obey the Fermi ommutation rules, the prime in (3) denotesthat k varies in the region �� � kx � �, �� + jkxj � ky � � � jkxj).Rewriting the time-dependent zz spin orrelation funtion involved into (2)in terms of spinless fermions, using the Wik�Bloh�de Dominiis theoremand performing the Fourier transformations with respet to time and sitevariables we �nd the following result for the zz dynami struture fatorSzz(k; !) = � �Z�� dk1x2� �Z�� dk1y2���os2 k1+k � k12 �nk1 (1� nk1+k) Æ (! + �k1 � �k1+k)+ (1� nk1)nk1+kÆ (! � �k1 + �k1+k)�+sin2 k1+k � k12 �nk1nk1+kÆ (! + �k1 + �k1+k)+ (1� nk1) (1� nk1+k) Æ (! � �k1 � �k1+k)��: (4)Here os k2 = q12 + J? os ky2�k , sin k2 = sgn (J sinkx)q12 � J? os ky2�k , andnk = 1e��k+1 is the Fermi fator.In Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 we display the greysale plots of Szz(k; !) (4) forthe square-lattie s = 12 isotropi XY model (with J? = J and J? = 0:1J)at zero temperature � = 1 and at high temperature � = 0:1, respetively.As it follows from (4) the zz dynami struture fator of the square-latties = 12 isotropi XY model within the frames of the exploited approah isgoverned by a ontinuum of two Jordan-Wigner fermions. On the basis of (4)one an easily ompose two-fermion exitations for whih Szz(k; !) exhibitspeaks, usps, uto�s whih an be seen in Figs. 1, 2.
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Fig. 1. Szz(k; !) at zero temperature �=1 for the 2D s= 12 isotropiXY model (1)as it follows from (4). J = J? = 1 (a � e), J = 0:1 J? = 1 (f � j), ! = 0:5 (a, f),! = 1 (b, g), ! = 1:5 (, h), ! = 2 (d, i), ! = 2:5 (e, j).
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Fig. 2. The same as in Fig. 1 at high temperature � = 0:1.



Towards the Dynami Properties of Square-Lattie: : : 3425Namely,(1) the well-known spin wave [3℄, whih is omposed of two fermions withk1 = �0; �2 �� k2 and k1 + k = �0; �2 �+ k2 with the energy of the pair!k = 2rJ2 sin2 kx2 + J2? sin2 ky2 (5)or of two fermions with k1 = ��2 ; 0�� k2 and k1 +k = ��2 ; 0�+ k2 withthe energy of the pair!k = 2rJ2 os2 kx2 + J2? os2 ky2 ; (6)(2) the high-frequeny modes (k1 = �k2 , k1 = ��2 ; �2 � � k2 ) with the dis-persion relations!k = 2rJ2 sin2 kx2 + J2? os2 ky2 ; (7)!k = 2rJ2 os2 kx2 + J2? sin2 ky2 ; (8)(3) another high-frequeny modes �k1 = 0; k1 = ��2 ; �2 �� with the disper-sion relations !k = J? +qJ2 sin2 kx + J2? os2 ky; (9)!k = J +qJ2 os2 kx + J2? sin2 ky; (10)(4) the low-frequeny mode (k1 = �0; �2 �) with the dispersion relation!k =qJ2 sin2 kx + J2? sin2 ky; (11)(5) the low-frequeny modes whih beome visible only as the temperatureinreases (at zero temperature they are forbidden beause of the Fermifators in (4)) (ompare Figs. 1a, 1f and Figs. 2a, 2f).The established modes (5)�(11) manifest themselves as peaks, usps oruto�s in the wave vetor pro�les of Szz(k; !) (the onstant frequeny sansof Szz(k; !)) and may be used for a preise determining of the Hamiltonianparameters J and J? from the dynami experiment data on 2D s = 12isotropi XY ompounds.



3426 O. Derzhko, T. KrokhmalskiiIt should be stressed that Eq. (4) ontains the exat result in the 1Dlimit [4℄ whih emerges after putting J? = 0 or J = 0. On the otherhand, Eq. (4) is not the rigorous expression for Szz(k; !) beause of themean-�eld desription of the phase fators whih arise after fermionization.Within the adopted treatment we have negleted the ompliated interationbetween spinless fermions. In the ase of the isotropi Heisenberg model theinteration between spinless fermions is present even within the adoptedmean-�eld proedure beause of the Ising interation of z spin omponents.The quarti terms in the fermion Hamiltonian an be treated after makingfurther approximation (see [1, 2℄). It seems obvious to extend the presentinvestigation to a study of the square-lattie s = 12 isotropi Heisenbergmodel whih is used for interpreting the experimental data for a number ofompounds.To summarize, we have presented the �rst results for the zz dynamistruture fator of the s = 12 isotropi XY model on a spatially anisotropisquare lattie derived on the basis of the 2D Jordan�Wigner fermionization.Our study has indiated exitations whih govern the zz dynami struturefator and may be useful for understanding the dynami experiments fororresponding 2D magneti materials.The paper was disussed at the University of Wroªaw. O. D. is gratefulto J. J�drzejewski for the hospitality at the University of Wroªaw in theSpring of 2001. REFERENCES[1℄ Y.R. Wang, Phys. Rev. B43, 3786 (1991).[2℄ O. Derzhko, J. Phys. Stud. (L'viv) 5, 49 (2001).[3℄ G. Gomez-Santos, J.D. Joannopoulos, Phys. Rev. B36, 8707 (1987).[4℄ G. Müller, H. Thomas, H. Bek, J.C. Bonner, Phys. Rev. B24, 1429 (1981);J.H. Taylor, G. Müller, Physia A130, 1 (1985).


